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March 21, 2022 

 

ATTENTION:  Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. REG-A+ Participant 

 

REF:  Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc.   

 

Dear Oi2Go Participant, 

 

My name is Anthony Michael Hernandez.  First and foremost, I’d like to express my most 

sincere gratitude in my behalf and in behalf of this business enterprise for your enduring 

patience during a tumultuous past three to three and a half years of awaiting for a refund for 

your participation of the Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. REG-A+ securities offering between 

late 2018 and early 2019.    

At this point, you may have tried to email, or call our law firm of record shown on the 

company’s regulatory filing, or called any telephone numbers that you may have had in your 

possession.  As you may have noticed, most of these lines of communications were interrupted 

due to a lack of finances to maintain such methods active.   Many of these issues have now 

been resolved.     

Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. is happy to announce that it has entered into a deal with a 

media venture (“V.H.L”) to sell the rights and intellectual property and technologies built by the 

capital funds raised during the company’s REG-A+ offering.   This event will undoubtedly trigger 

your imminent refund of capital provided to the company by your participation in such.   

Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. is offering in addition to your full refund for the amount that 

you participated with, an increase of 20% over your full refunded amount, as part of an 

inconvenience fee for having to await this long-awaited period of time.   This combination of 

the full refund and the inconvenience fee shall serve as a full restitution and settlement for any 

and all outstanding obligations that the company may have in connection with you.       

Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. thanks you for your enduring patience and issues an official 

apology for any hardships and/or inconvenience that placing your funds with this REG-A+ 

offering may have caused you.    
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Although, it has been regretful to not be able to fulfill the mission and vision of the company as 

intended, we are truly happy to bring closure to this chapter, its matters, and properly and 

legally close down all related operations for Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. in a rightful 

fiduciary manner and in compliance with all state and/or federal regulatory rules and 

regulations.   

You should expect to receive communications from Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. 

representatives in short, as well as, refund related documentation that must be properly signed 

for the completed issuance of your awaited refund and inconvenience fee.    

We estimate for you to receive your full refund plus the 20% inconvenience fee on or before 

May 15, 2022.    

Once again, thank you for taking time to read this important communication.   

We wish well in all your personal and professional endeavors and thank you for your 

consideration.    

 

All my sincere best, 

 

Anthony Michael Hernandez 

Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. 

  

P.S. The Following is an anecdotal explanation in chronological order of the events surrounding 

the Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. REG-A+ offering until present time.    

 

OI2GO MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES, INC. CHRONOLOGICAL ACCOUNT 

 

1. My name is Anthony Michael Hernandez, I am a second generation media and 

communications entrepreneur.   I have worked in the media and entertainment 

business since I was 24 years old.  My career has taken me around the world and 

allowed me to conduct business with some of the most notorious and prestigious media 

organizations on the planet.  I have held several working partnerships with many of 

them throughout the years.   

 

2. I have owned and operated Federal Communications Commissions (FCC) broadcast 

licenses and have served as an executive and board member in publicly traded 

companies with a specific emphasis in providing advice and counsel regarding marketing 

and media related matters and opportunities.   
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3. I am known and recognized in my industry worldwide as a mentor and authority in 

media and communications.   

 

4. I have a public and professional presence on social media, particularly LinkedIn as a 

content distribution media expert and a person who shares motivational content with 

professionals.    

 

5. As a young man I served a two year volunteer ecclesiastical mission and have been a 

dedicated member of the Boy Scouts of America since my early youth.   I have served in 

my communities throughout the years in volunteer roles supporting youth and the 

school systems.   

 

6. I have an immaculate background history, otherwise I would not have been able to pass 

multiple FBI Background checks on numerous occasions for work and career related 

endeavors.   

 

7. I have never in my life had any fiduciary challenges of any type in my entire career 

history.  I am a simple man dedicated to his family.  I have five children (two with acute 

special needs).  One of them is an adult child with Autism, of which I am his legal 

guardian.    

 

8. My father, Antonio Miguel Hernandez, in his role as Executive Chairman, formed a 

company in Q4 2015 called, Oi2 Media Corp.  It was part of a rebranding and renewal 

effort for a predecessor company called, Stardome Media Group (that was organized in 

2009).  The company was dedicated to the active production of widely syndicated 

broadcast radio content super-serving Spanish speaking communities along with the 

active sales of advertising in relation to the content.    The company was pacing to 

generate about $3 Million in gross sales.   

 

9. In Q1 2016 the company reached a deal to manage an affiliate entity called, “Stardome 

Digital Media” and “StreamLicensing Networks.”   StreamLicensing was taken over via an 

owner finance agreement.    

 

10. In Q1 2016, Oi2 Media Corp’s main advertising sales partner and vendor (“HRN” owned 

by GenMedia Partners) decided to abruptly end the business relationship, as they 

decided to become a direct competitor to our core business.  This resulted in a literal 

cancellation of close to $3 Million in booked advertising business, leaving the company 

on essential life support.   The recent takeover of StreamLicensing was just to serve as 

an added component to supplement revenues and not designed to replace the 

aforementioned revenues.  Leaving the company with only StreamLicensing revenues, 

became cause for significant hardships for the company.  Oi2 employed 15 workers at 

the time.    
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11. From the beginning of Q2 2016 through Q4 2016, Oi2 was actively trying to raise capital 

to maintain its operations while trying to recover its loss of advertising revenues.     We 

did a friends and family round of raising capital which resulted in Caleb Phillips and his 

grandparents investing into the company.  Caleb Phillips joined our board as a result of 

the investments made by his family.  The Phillips family have been friends with my 

family for the greater part of close to 15+ years.   

 

12. In conducting our normal business I met a gentlemen named C. Dawson, who at the 

time was the Chief Marketing Officer for FilmOn (a California based corporation) 

involved in digital video streaming and media.   We began a working relationship with 

FilmOn in 2017.    

 

13. Sometime near the end of Q1 2017, Mr. C. Dawson departed FilmOn and began to reach 

out to my father and myself directly.   He was pitching a new marketing enterprise that 

he co-founded to assist companies in raising monies via Reg-A under the guidelines of 

the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission. He offered certain services that would allow 

for us to raise capital for both growth and operations.   

 

14. As a result of Mr. C. Dawson’s continued offerings for us to use his services, we entered 

into an agreement with his firm, VC Media Partners.   The agreement consisted in our 

paying a retainer for $150,000, plus success fees and/or commissions for media 

placement for a forthcoming REG-A+ offering.  VC Media Partners assisted, as part of 

this fee in retaining an auditing firm (California based, “Spiegel Accountancy Corp”) and 

a law firm (California based, “Trowbridge Sidoti, LLP”) to assist in the REG-A filing.   

 

15. In July 2017, my father and I organized a new company called, “Oi2Go Media 

Technologies, Inc.”  My father named me Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.  

The purpose of this company was to build a proprietary technology that would enable 

the automation of content distribution and monetization and launch a direct to 

consumer offering catering Latino communities as a Netflix type competitor.   

 

16. In Q4 2017 we began the process via our SEC law firm (“Trowbridge Sidoti, LLP”) to 

prepare the paperwork for a REG-A+ regulatory filing with the SEC.   This entire process 

along with comment periods by those reviewing the filing by the Commission concluded 

with approval to begin raising funds in July 2018.    

 

17. Meanwhile, with the auspices of Caleb Phillips and his family, Oi2 Media Corp, was able 

to successfully acquire a company called, MediaResponse, Inc. from its owners (New 

York based Private Equity firm called, “VSS”).   The main headquarters of the company 

was in Madrid, Spain although it had operating offices in Miami, Florida.   This 

transaction closed on January 31, 2018.  The combined company had over 117 full-time 

workers.  This acquisition allowed for sufficient cash flow and maintenance of current 

operations for a certain period of time of approximately nine months post-acquisition.   
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18. When approved to raise capital via the REG-A+ filing in July 2018, the company began 

preparations for the launch of a nationwide advertising campaign via major television 

networks that was completely coordinated by VC Media Partners (Mr. C. Dawson’s 

company).   

 

19. A test media marketing campaign was launched in late August 2018 to promote 

investments by the public into Oi2Go Media Technologies.     

 

20. VC Media Partners assisted in Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. retaining “NMS Capital 

Partners” headed by Trevor Saliba (based in California).   The firm was a properly 

licensed broker deal with a series seven license.  However, Mr. Saliba and his firm were 

failing to gain any traction in the first 60 days of the launch of the offering.   Mr. Dawson 

offered a solution.   His business operated a call center.   Mr. Dawson offered to help us 

find and hire full-time employees that may work full-time for Oi2Go selling incoming 

and outgoing calls for the sales of the company’s securities.   Our legal counsel approved 

of the measure, as it operated within the guidelines of the SEC.  At this time a certain 

group of newly hired workers began to work the phones for the Oi2Go offering.  These 

workers were housed as an accommodation in the VC Media Partners offices in the Los 

Angeles, California area.   VC Media Partners built a website platform designed to 

manage our securities offerings.  The name of the web portal was, “Americas Next 

Investment.com.”  The website handled Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. backbone to 

process credit card or electronic checks linked to the company’s bank account and keep 

a ledger of transactions.   

 

21. VC Media Partners, as part of their retained duties produced all of our national 

television advertising commercial spots.   

 

22. In October 2018 a full national advertising campaign was launched to attract consumers 

to invest into our offering driving the consumers to Oi2Go.com.    

 

23. Oi2Go entered into an agreement initially with V-Stock and subsequently entered into 

an agreement with a firm called, CapShare (now owned by Merrill Lynch) to manage our 

investor ledgers and issue electronic and paper issuance of stock certificates and other 

supportive documentation.    

 

24. Caleb Phillips and Chaz Fisher (whom many of you have spoken with), both actively 

working for Oi2Go as full-time workers were assigned to help answer any incoming 

investor relations questions.    

 

25. As per the regulatory filing under the REG-A+ rules, the company had filed and had been 

approved to appropriately allocate investment proceeds for specified uses as per our 

regulatory filing.    
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26. The cost of marketing services provided by VC Media Partners was supposed to be 

capped at 10% of the use of funds, as per our agreement with their firm.   However, the 

campaign was not gaining proper traction and over 60% of the funds raised via the 

public REG-A+ raise were being absorbed by VC Media Partners to handle our media 

related costs and also to pay for our full-time workers salaried compensation.   The 

remaining 40% of the funds raised were utilized to fund the development of the 

aforementioned content syndication platform that would power our direct to consumer 

Netflix-like product offering. 

 

27. In January of 2019, the combined companies became relatively insolvent due to a lack of 

sufficient revenues generated.    

 

28. In February 2019 the company had to abruptly dismiss 95% of its work force.  Over 102 

people lost their jobs at that time.   This also created further liabilities with government 

employee regulations, as we were not able to supplement accrued and owed back pay 

for a period of 90 days.   This also caused significant hardship.   

 

29. With the imminent failure of the REG-A+ capital raise, we had been consistently and 

patiently requesting from VC Media Partners to supply us with much needed 

transparency and reporting for our company to be able to maintain proper accounting.  

Our accounting personnel and I made numerous attempts to gain reports and clarity, as 

to the use of the funds collected by VC Media Partners in our behalf.   Oi2Go never did 

receive the requested reports until this day.   With the assistance from our legal counsel 

our company found out that VC Media Partners had been subbing out our full-time 

workers to sell securities for other client companies of theirs.   This resulted in my 

issuing an immediate and abrupt termination of the business relationship with VC Media 

Partners.   We cited in our termination notice that we would not participate in the 

breaking of any federal securities laws.  Therefore, as we found out this information, 

that relationship was immediately terminated.        

 

 

30. During the period of the end of Q1 2019 through May 2019 the technology was 

completed, but the company had to cease all operations.   At that time we lost our 

office spaces and also found ourselves losing our storage facilities (for non-payment) 

with all filing cabinets with accounting records.  The only records available going 

forward were in the Capshare platform (Note: Payment of fees due to Capshare should 

release the investor data).    
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31. In June 2019, and under immense pressure, as we had lost everything, my father and I 

began to search for a suitable ways to sell the technology built by the funds raised in 

order to refund investor monies and try to figure out how to license its use to generate 

income.   

 

32. We began to gain traction and had commitments from McQuarie Capital up to nearly 

70% of the acquisition, but it required over 30% in equity participation to do so.   I had 

partnered up with a California based gentlemen (Y. Velkovich, of HOD Equity 

Investments) who had vowed to provide the equity portion of the sale and financing 

going forward.   A new firm by the name of Loud City Corp was created to accommodate 

this transaction.    

 

33. However, in October 2019 my father was diagnosed with an aggressive form of stage 

four prostate cancer and was given only weeks to live.   My father passed away on 

December 21, 2019.    

 

34. Following my father’s passing (while dealing with deep personal mourning and grief), we 

were prepared to close on the transaction in Q1 2020, when in March 2020 the global 

pandemic lockdown began and the financial capital source backed out of the deal, as 

they were losing monies on other investments at the moment.   This action brought us 

back square one.    

 

35. Prior to his passing I promised my father that I would not file for bankruptcy protection 

as it’s against our core values of religious beliefs.   And so I committed to him on his 

death bed that I would do whatever diligently possible to help support my widowed 

mother, while committing to refunding every single investor their money, plus an 

additional inconvenience fee to help compensate for the loss of monies associated with 

their inability to use their money elsewhere.   

 

36. By the time that Q1 2020 had ended I had exhausted all savings and personal and family 

financial resources to maintain myself current.   One of the members of VSS, Mr. P. 

Turner assisted me personally by extending a personal loan in May 2019 that lasted me 

throughout the summer and into Q3 2020.   However, at that time our virtual phone 

numbers ceased to work for non-payment, as well as, our Oi2Go email domain and 

email server third party services.   Since that time I had been answering and responding 

to incoming calls from investors to my personal cellphone number, as it was part of the 

regulatory REG-A+ filing.     

 

37. In November 2020 another business friend from the media industry, Ms. Eulalia Gaston, 

from Texas facilitated to me another personal loan that would help me to keep up with 

child support and other personal obligations while I continued to raise the money to 

refund the investors via the sale of the technology that we had built.   Unfortunately, 

Ms. Gaston passed away from COVID-19 in 2021.   
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38. The technology code currently sits in an AWS Amazon Web Services server account until 

we can pay the fees to release its use once again.    

 

39. In December 2020, I partnered with a financial sponsor based in Newport Beach, 

California, to assist in providing cash collateral in order to complete the sale of the 

technology.  The transaction required a third party to provide the lines of credit.  We 

identified a party based in Toronto, Canada.   However, after several months through 

the course of Q1 and Q2 2021, the party failed to meet its obligations and the 

relationship ended nowhere.    

 

40. In early Q3 2021 we were introduced to a London, England based equity investment 

group that I was able to pair with my California based partner.   The due diligence 

process took a few months, with travel restrictions and complications due to COVID-19.  

In fact three of the principals involved with the transaction contracted the virus and 

were out of commission for the greater part of December 2021 and January 2022.   

 

41. On January 28th, 2022 we were successful in signing the agreement for funding between 

the parties.  But due to health related delays the actual work to progressively fund and 

close did not begin until February 15th 2022.    

 

 

42. At that time, as part of the agreement, I was given an upfront stipend to assist in the 

process to begin to legal reconstitute Oi2Go Media Technologies, Refund some investor 

monies, and retain both a law firm and subsequently an accounting firm to assist with all 

investor refunds.   

 

43. My unequivocal intent is to refund all outstanding amounts due back to the investors by 

May 15th 2022.    

 

44. As you can see, I had begun an extensive fund raising effort throughout the entire 

period of three and a half years even through the inconvenience and setbacks of this 

global pandemic.  I have had to entertain and work through numerous capital sources 

and funding parties relying on short term loans and other capital infusions by partners 

and colleagues to stay afloat long enough to get to this point where refunds are 

imminent.   

 

45. I was hospitalized on five distinct occasions during November 2020 through May 2021 

due to heart blood pressure complications and health issues related to anxiety and 

depression.    
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46. To date monies have successfully been refunded to the REG-A+ securities offerings for 

participants living in the State of Wisconsin and the company anticipates refunding all 

monies to all participants on or prior to May 15th 2022. 

 

47. I have always been an upstanding member of the Central Florida community.  I have 

worked diligently to provide for my family.   I have been in the same location for several 

years.  I have not moved away.  I was personally evicted in January 2021 and moved 

next door to my prior living residential address.   I have answered any and all investor 

calls at all times, attempting to explain the process that I have had to endure to ensure 

that they receive their refund to monies invested.   There has never been any deception, 

ill will, or intent to not refund any monies invested.  I am someone who has been 

through severe loss, grief, and many calamities over these past three and a half years 

and who has not given up on doing the right thing.    

 

48. I am a media person by trade and not a finance expert.   This entire experience has been 

way over my head with many hard lessons learned along the way.   My father and I 

organically built our business from scratch without a penny to our names through the 

sale of advertising.  We’ve had many false starts and endings, and never gave up in 

providing for my family and running a business that we could be proud of.  Now it’s just 

me.  And it’s difficult, but I will continue to persevere and do what I can in my life and 

career to honorably bring closure to this pending matter.    

 

49. As aforementioned, some investment participants have begun receiving their refunded 

funds.   

 

50. I pray that the chronological account in this correspondence properly sheds true light 

and insight as to intentions, mishaps, and everything that occurred during these past 

three and a half years.    

 

51. Whereby I certify my position of clarity and honesty throughout the REG-A+ funding 

process.  I am just a media savvy businessman that was raising capital to sustain a 

business plan.   It was never the intent for any individual to be at a loss as a result of the 

actions of these third parties.   

 

52. It is my clear position to aide and unequivocally commit to ensuring that each investor is 

made whole via restitution of funds with an additional 20% inconvenience fee for not 

being able to make money on their funds since the time that they remitted the 

investment.     

 

There is a Settlement Agreement provided with this communication.  We would need for you to 

carefully read, sign, and return to us as soon as possible in order for Oi2Go Media Technologies, 

Inc. to successfully process the release of your refund, plus inconvenience fee.    
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Sincerely, 

 

Anthony Michael Hernandez 

Oi2Go Media Technologies, Inc. 

 

 


